
EPICH Committee 
 
April 21 2021 
 
Zoom meeting at 6.30 
 
Present:  Pat Simpson / Judith Redfern / Lynn Wylie / Wilma Campbell / Pat Fisher / Ken Pattison / 
Val Hughes 
Apologies:  Helen Raine / Jamie Westwood  
 
The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed. 
 
Finance:  LW 
Online payments have now been set up and are much easier than dealing with cheque payments.  
General Account - There is £50 left of the £500 from HPC and of the TVNP grant of £2000,  approx 
£700 is the estimated price for Lychgate Orchard and £1200 for the Heritage Orchard. 
Bee Account - approx £1300 in funds but incoming expenses include new labels and honey jars. The 
group are also considering purchasing polystyrene hives to replace the wooden hives before the 
winter as the bees seem to overwinter better in the poly hives; the hope would be to sell the 
wooden hives. 
 
Group Members: PS 
Don Parr and Colin Raine have stepped away from the group due to time constraints and Ken 
Pattison is also reducing his involvement for the present time although he knows of someone who 
may be interested in joining. 
We welcome Pat Fisher and Susanna Baker. 
 
Lychgate Orchard:  PS 
Colin and Helen have mown the pathway again and every tree but one now has a bird box on it. 
UrbanEden are hoping to donate a bug hotel for the area. 
The direct action on the fly tipping problem seems to have worked for the present and if the 
residents affected would like some help to clear away the accumulated rubbish, EPICH are willing to 
provide volunteers. 
The TVNP are now likely to visit the site in the autumn to view the interpretation panel for which 
they have provided the grant. 
 
Coach Lane:  PS 
Some of the wildflower plants supplied by EPICH members seem to have taken. Further wildflower 
and poppy seeds will be sown shortly. 
It was suggested that spring bulbs should be planted in the autumn as long as we allow space for the 
wheels of the traffic that use the Lane. 
 
Primary School Bulb Planting:  PS 
The display of spring flowers from bulbs planted last autumn has been and continues to be, very 
good. The bulb planting will be done again this autumn extending the area. 
WC suggested that the north side of the Green would benefit from some spring bulbs as the south 
side always has a good display. 
The meeting confirmed that the intention is to plant crocus bulbs around the new pear tree on 
Lychgate, however the pear tree has yet to be planted. 
 
Grange wildflowers: PS & JR 



The 600 yellow rattle and 150 woodland edge wildflower plugs have now been received and will be 
planted as soon as the weather and volunteers allows. 
PS will follow up regarding volunteers from Hurworth House School which had initially offered 10 
students and support staff. 
 
Heritage Orchard:  LW 
LW to present the new maintenance plan at the April HPC meeting. 
LW putting together a database of trees at the Grange to keep track of activity. 
VH reported that she had seen someone starting to prune the orchard trees again in recent weeks. 
When she spoke to him, he didn’t know anything about EPICH and said he was “just doing it because 
it needed doing”, which clearly isn’t the case. 
LW will follow up with Keith Sandick and Peter Allan (to contact Peter Foster). 
 
Swift boxes in Church Belfry: KP 
The plans to put up swift boxes are progressing well and KP will continue to follow up.   
 
KP & WC left the meeting at 6.30pm 
 
Protected Areas:  LW 
Lynn is scheduling a meeting with DBC to discuss protected areas within the village, such as Goblins’ 
Wood and the church yard and the old wildflower meadow at the Grange, to stop them being cut 
before the spring bulbs and wildflowers have finished. The cutting down of the primroses this spring 
was a shocking example of the bad timing; these areas shouldn’t be cut until late May.   
PS will also attend. 
 
Bird Hide:  JR 
The squirrel proof feeders continue to work well and on a recent visit, JR had seen members of the 
tit family, goldfinches and green finches. 
 
Wood Chippings:  LW will follow up with Peter Foster. 
Only a small amount are required in two areas to cover the weed suppressant material at the back of 
the picnic bench and around the bug hotel. 
 
Hedgehog Awareness Week:  PS 
Unfortunately the hoped for hog homes won’t be available but Jamie will put a link on the EPICH site 
to the hedgehog site that gives construction details if anyone wants to make their own.  
 
Seed Swap:  PS 
EPICH has a stand at the Grange and Strait Lane allotments have one in the bus shelter and both 
stands seem very popular and well used. 
 
Interpretation Panel for Lychgate: PS 
Pat had asked for preferences from the two choices available and the group decision was to go for 
Noticeboards Online (metal) at £737. 
 
New / Future Projects:  PS 
Due to Covid difficulties this year, the “Hurworth Wild Hundred” has been postponed until next year. 
 
Country Fair - Sept 18th 2021 
EPICH will have a stall at the fair. 
 



Back of Church Row:  PS 
The fly tipping seems to have been discouraged. 
One resident suggested that EPICH might like to install planters.  Whilst EPICH is very happy to help 
with the tidy up and the planters, the group feel that the suggestion must come from all the 
residents involved.  Pat will pass this on to the resident who raised the idea. 
 
Bee Report:  JR & PS 
The seven hives at Clervaux have come through the winter with mixed results. It appears that the 
bees have survived in better numbers in the polystyrene hives. 
It may be that the group has to purchase some new queens to help maintain the existing stock. 
Due to the very unseasonal cold spring, causing the bees to be inactive, it doesn’t seem likely that 
there will be any spring honey to sell. 
 
AOB 
Old Quince Tree at the Grange:  VH 
The original quince tree near the Grange building, (library end) has some dead wood that needs 
removing.  LW will follow up with Peter Foster. 
 
Gap in the hedge near bus shelter:  LW 
The land is too compacted by foot traffic to allow for planting large shrubs to fill the gap. 
Peter Allan has agreed that initially a fence should be erected in the gap to stop people using it and 
then it will be possible to plant smaller shrubs to grow up inside the fencing.  Peter will organise the 
work. 
 
Supporting funding appeal for ASH swifts project: PS 
As Ken had left the meeting PS advised the forecast cost for the customised swift boxes to be made 
by Ken to be iro £150 - £200, and that she had advised Ken EPICH would request the cost from HPC 
as the project is being done under the banner of EPICH.  LW indicated that if the cost was under 
£200 it would be approved by HPC. 
 
Pop-up plant stall at The Grange: JR 
JR has suggested that in the absence of the Strawberrry Fair this year, plants which would have been 
sold there could be offered from car boots” at The Grange as a pop-up plant stall.  LW supported this 
and suggested the timing be aligned with the opening of the new café at The Grange early June.  This 
was agreed. 
 
Bird boxes from Darlington Young Offenders: PS 
10 bird boxes have been made by young people in the Youth Offenders’ programme in Darlington 
and donated to EPICH.  Currently being stored in the bird hide.  They can be held until next year’s 
National Nest Box week or offered with the pop-up plant stall. 
 
Judith Redfern 
 


